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ABSTRACT
Learning programming benefits from self-regulation, but novices

lack support for developing these skills of cognitive control. To

support their development, we designed Code Replayer, an online

tool that enables novice programmers to practice programming

and then replay their coding process to reflect and identify process

improvements. To evaluate the impact of replaying code on self-

regulation, we conducted a formative qualitative evaluation with

21 novice programmers who used Code Replayer to practice writ-

ing code. We found that after watching code replays, participants

more frequently interpreted problem prompts and planned their

solutions, two crucial self-regulation behaviors that novices often

overlook. We interpret our results by focusing on two focal points

in the design of code replays as a programming self-regulation

intervention: interpreting pauses in replays and ensuring replays

of struggle are more informative and less detrimental.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programming is cognitively demanding because it requires special

notation, uses abstractions, and lacks direct manipulation, making

programs difficult to inspect [4]. This burden is especially high for

novice programmers, who are still learning the syntax of program-

ming languages while also learning core concepts in computing

[65].

One skill that helps alleviate the burden of programming is self-
regulation. Effective self-regulation helps a programmer monitor

their cognitive processes as they understand a problem, search for

analogous problems, search for potential solutions, identify goals,

implement a solution, and evaluate their solution [32]. However,

novices are often unaware of the need for self-regulation, its rela-

tionship with programming, or find it too taxing to simultaneously

learn programming-specific knowledge as well as self-regulation

skills [11, 49]. One explanation for this lack of awareness is that

novice programmers lack scaffolded opportunities to develop these

skills [11, 33, 35, 36].

Existing approaches to developing self-regulation skills focus on

explicit instruction from an expert instructor or an emphasis on

specific self-regulation behaviors. Prior work has explored explicit

instruction to develop self-regulation skills through personalized

tutoring (e.g. [32]) and live-coding demonstrations [44, 52, 55, 58],

but these approaches require interactions with instructors who

have programming and self-regulation expertise. Other work has

explored using explicit prompting, such as cuing novices to un-

derstand the problem prompt prior to writing code [36, 49]. These

approaches assume a formal learning environment such as an intro-

ductory computing course. However, people often learn program-

ming in informal and online settings [5, 54]. Therefore, existing

approaches to teaching self-regulation in programming may not

transfer to informal and online learning contexts.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3568813.3600127
https://doi.org/10.1145/3568813.3600127
https://doi.org/10.1145/3568813.3600127
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One opportunity to develop self-regulation skills across learning

contexts is to focus novice programmers on self-observation. Self-
observation is a crucial component to self-regulation and consists of

learners tracking their own performance, processes, and outcomes

and reactively change their strategies and behaviors [69, 71]. For

example, effective self-observation can help students recognize

unproductive struggle in a programming task and reassess their

strategies [32].

Self-observation is more effective with the support of record-

ings. Recordings can help learners self-observe by making them

aware of things that could have gone unnoticed and reducing the

cognitive demand that comes with recalling prior actions [1, 71].

Without recordings, learners often rely on recall from memory

to self-observe. This can be cognitively taxing, unreliable, or not

specifically relevant to cognitive processes [2, 71].

For a recording to support self-observation, it must be conve-

nient to create, not rely on recall or self-report, and be closely

connected to cognitive processes. Recordings can promote learning

by creating more awareness of the importance of self-regulation

and its stages (e.g. goal setting), reminding learners of different

stages, stimulating reflection, and recognizing the interrelatedness

of different stages at every phase of a learning process [40, 56].

Diaries or journals are common recording techniques (e.g. [35, 56]).

However, these recording techniques still require recall and self-

report, making them potentially difficult to create, unreliable, and at

risk of overlooking or misrepresenting important parts of cognitive

processes [2, 10, 71]. Existing code visualization tools to support

programming education (e.g. [15, 66]) tend to visualize program

behavior such as code execution and/or record intermittent snap-

shots of code execution. While important to learning about the

programming domain (e.g. for debugging [25]), intermittent record-

ings of code changes do not necessarily align with the cognitive

processes of writing code, which includes phases such as changing

strategies or debugging [33]. Prior studies have identified that vi-

sual representations of code writing processes could help students

[9] and instructors [59] consider problem solving processes, but

these studies did not investigate the impact of visualizations on

self-regulation skills.

In this paper, we propose using replays of code edits (referred

to as code replays) as recordings for novice programmers to self-

observe with. We developed a Code Replayer tool to automatically

create recordings of novice programmers’ code edits. This makes

recordings effortless to create, more reliable than recall or self-

report alone, and closely tied to their cognitive processes because

they show entire code editing processes.

We then conducted a formative study to understand how replays

of coding processes could support self-regulation skills, investigat-

ing two research questions:

(1) How does reflecting on code replays affect novice program-

mers’ self-regulation behaviors?

(2) How do novice programmers use code replays differently?

This study contributes a formative, empirical evaluation of how

reflecting on replays of code writing processes can develop novice

programmers’ self-regulation skills. These findings can inform the

design of pedagogy and tools that embed opportunities to develop

self-regulation skills into online programming practice environ-

ments.

2 PRIORWORK
2.1 Theoretical Foundation to Connect

Self-Regulation, Metacognition, &
Self-Recording

Self-regulation and metacognition are related constructs that are

part of learning and skill development processes. Typically,metacog-
nition refers to learners’ knowledge, awareness, and regulation of

their thinking and cognitive control (e.g. which strategies are most

effective for learners) [71]. Related to that is self-regulation, which
typically describes learners’ process of cognitive control [68, 71].

To connect self-recording to self-regulation and metacognition,

we applied Zimmerman’s three phase model of self-regulated learn-

ing [71]. This model frames self-regulation as iterating between

the three phases of forethought, performance, and self-reflection.
Within this model, performance includes metacognition to moni-

tor cognitive processes, and self-recordings are a tool to facilitate

self-evaluation.

In the forethought phase, learners decompose a problem into

elements and develop a plan based on prior knowledge of these ele-

ments. This phase involves task analysis: breaking a programming

problem down into sequential steps and planning out actions. This

goal setting produces an explicit feedback loop that then requires

self-evaluation. The forethought phase also includes considerations

of sources of self-motivation, but motivational factors were not a

focal point of this study and we attempted to control for this with

similar incentives for participation.

In the performance phase, learners must exercise self-control and

self-observation. Self-control methods include both task-specific

and general strategies for addressing specific components of a task.

Examples of general self-control strategies include self-instruction

(e.g. self-questioning when programming), imagery (e.g. converting

textual information into mental diagrams, flow charts, or other

images), help-seeking methods (e.g. asking an instructor for assis-

tance), and interest incentives (e.g. gamifying a task to enhance

motivation).

Learners must adapt strategies in the performance phase ac-

cording to intended outcomes, making self-observation crucial. Self-

observation consists ofmetacognitivemonitoring and self-recording.

Metacognitive monitoring refers to mental tracking of one’s per-

formance, processes, and outcomes. Within this paper, we will

refer to metacognitive monitoring as metacognition. Releated to

self-observation is self-recording, creating formal records of learn-

ing processes or outcomes, such as notes or reflection journals

[35]. These self-recordings can support metacognition by increas-

ing reliability, specificity, and time span of self-observations while

decreasing students’ reliance on recall [70].

The final phase is self-reflection, where learners evaluate and

react to their own performance. Evaluations can include comparing

performance to existing standards (e.g. prior performance, mastery

of skills, comparison with peers) or making causal attributions to

explain performance. Reactions can include cognitive and affective

reactions to evaluations as well as adaptive decisions in which
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students consider modifying their strategies for future cycles of

learning.

The three phases of forethought, performance, and self-reaction

affect each other cyclically. Within this study, we considered how

using code replays as a self-recording tool could support metacog-

nitive monitoring. Zimmerman’s self-regulation theory suggests

that this improved monitoring could provide richer evaluations in

the self-reflection phase, which could then lead to improvements to

task analysis in the forethought phase and applications of strategies

in the performance phase [71].

2.2 Prior Uses of Process Recordings
The most relevant prior work is Ditton et al. [9], which explored

the impact of advanced CS students watching playbacks of their

code writing process. They found that students preferred the play-

back over reviewing static code, but found mixed evidence about

its usefulness. Multiple students mentioned that playbacks helped

them see or visualize their process, but the study did not investi-

gate thought process in detail or connect it to self-regulation. We

build upon this prior work by evaluating the effect of code writing

replays/playbacks on different stages of metacognitive processes

for novice programmers.

Within programming education, live-coding is a common tech-

nique to teach students programming process; for example, Com-

puter Science (CS) instructors might design and implement a pro-

gram during lecture [44], where students observe instructors pro-

gram or code alongside instructors [52]. While prior work has

found evidence that live-coding helps teach programming process

[52, 55, 58], it primarily focuses on having students observe or

model instructors’ process [58]. Therefore, a limitation to live-

coding to develop self-regulation skills is that there is a lack of

support for the transition from students observing instructors’ pro-

cess to regulating their own. Recent trends of live-streaming code

for programming education have minimal evidence of effective-

ness and also similarly focus on learners observing someone else’s

programming process rather than reflecting on their own [13, 16].

Multiple studies in non-programming domains have investigated

the use of recordings, suggesting a need for being selective around

their collection and use. Lippmann Kung and Linder [28] analyzed

classroom dialog to study metacognition in physics classrooms. In

psychotherapy, therapists found that reviewing session recordings

was beneficial to their practice, but also identified a need for selec-

tivity and sensitivity towards recordings [2]. A study in primary

school math education found that students who chose to replay

their past actions after struggling performed better in post-test [67].

In physical education, one study found that letting participants

choose when they wanted videotaped replay benefited their overall

performance when compared to regularly scheduled feedback [20].

In a study with music teachers, almost all felt video recordings of

themselves improved their ability to conduct, but their perspectives

varied in regards to frequency of feedback [37].

3 METHOD: 21 NOVICES USING PYTHON
PRACTICE TOOL AND SEEING REPLAYS OF
CODE EDITING

We conducted a study where 21 participants solved programming

problems and watched replays on some problems in a 1-2 week,

self-paced online course comprised of three modules in the Code Re-

player web application. This study was approved by an Institutional

Review Board (IRB) prior to recruitment.

3.1 Critical Self-Reflexivity and Positionality
This research required analysis of participants’ verbal and written

discourse, which are situated within cultural and societal norms.

Therefore, we acknowledge our assumptions and values. By doing

so, we follow critical approaches to quantitative methods which re-

quire researchers “to engage in critical self-reflexivity as a necessary

first step for the long journey of deracializing statistics” [14].

We acknowledge the bias that comes from this research and

research community being situated in Western, educated, indus-

trialized, rich and democratic societies [18, 27]. In particular, our

analysis was conducted in English with English-speaking partici-

pants. This is both exclusionary as well as potentially biasing in our

analysis, as we have may misrepresented the data of participants

with less English fluency.

We also acknowledge that our study focused on qualitative data,

which is constructed and therefore not objective [17]. We engaged

in a creative process that was heavily theory and technology laden.

Therefore, we depict the complexity our data collection and analysis

processes to make transparent potential errors alongside insights.

3.2 Study Participants: Novice Programmers
from Two Courses

We recruited from two similar introductory programming (CS1)

Python courses, Course A and Course B, partnering with their in-

structors. Course A was taught at the computer science department

of a large public research university, while Course B was taught at a

community college that was an order of magnitude smaller. Course

A consisted of about 100 students, while Course B had about 25

students. Both institutions were located in the same urban region,

which had a strong presence of multiple technology companies. Of

our 21 participants, 19 were from Course A while the remaining

two were from Course B. This discrepancy was largely because

of size of student population and timing of study relative to the

academic terms. Nevertheless, we felt the inclusion of students from

a two-year institution was important, as their experiences are often

excluded from computing education research [22]. Participation

was voluntary, so there was self-selection bias.

We reported demographics for our 21 participants below. For

free-response questions (gender, ethnicity, language), we used ter-

minology provided by participants but bucketed their responses to

prevent re-identifiability.

• 10 as woman or female, 9 as man or male, 1 genderqueer,

and 1 declined to provide gender.

• 14 as Asian (including Korean, South Asian, Chinese, Cam-

bodian), 2 as white or Caucasian, 1 as Hispanic/Latino, 1 as
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“Mixed,” and 3 declined to provide racial or ethnic informa-

tion.

• 11 primarily spoke a language at home that differed from

the language of instruction (English). Familial languages

included Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese), Hindi, Spanish,

Thai, and Vietnamese. Nine others primarily spoke English

at home, with 1 not disclosing.

• 14 took 0-1 prior programming courses, while 7 reported

taking 2 or more prior programming courses.

• 15 were working towards a Bachelor’s degree, 2 a graduate

degree (Master’s or Ph.D.), 1 an Associate’s degree, 1 a GED,

and 2 not working towards a degree.

• 3 were first-generation students (parents did not attend col-

lege), 18 others were not, and 1 was unsure.

Participation in this study was to serve as a “refresher” to stu-

dents who had previously taken CS1 course or formative assessment

to those currently taking their first.

We compensated participants $75 for completion of the online

portion of the study, which participants reported taking 2-12 hours.

Interviewed participants received an additional $25. These rates

were commensurate with minimum wage at the study location.

Participants in Course A also received participation credit. To avoid

coercion, students in Course A who did not participate in this study

had other opportunities to earn the same credit.

3.3 Overview of Study Design: Self-Paced
Online Python Practice w/ Code Replays

We followed the following principles when designing this study:

(1) Low stakes, formative experience: Learners should per-

ceive Code Replayer as a low-stakes, formative experience

to practice programming skills and develop metacognitive

skills through reflection.

(2) Developing self-regulation skills requires scaffolding:
To develop novice programmers’ self-regulation skills, we

must design explicit scaffolded opportunities. This follows

prior research suggests that novice programmers rarely de-

velop self-regulation skills without explicit scaffolding or

instruction [33].

(3) Opportunities for timely, scaffolded reflection: Reflect-
ing on recordings is a crucial part of the self-regulation pro-

cess [71], but it also must be done so in a timely and proximal

manner to ensure beneficial recall and reflection [10].

(4) Proximal, perceived value of participation: Learners
should perceive tangible and timely value for their partici-

pation.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the study flow. Participants

were required to complete each phase before continuing on to the

next one. In the remainder of this section, we describe each part of

the study.

3.4 Pre-Survey Design: Prior knowledge and
MSLQ measurement.

After signing up, participants completed an online pre-survey. We

asked participants how many prior programming classes they had

completed before and how many hours per week each participant

spent doing work (defined as time spent on classwork, homework,

and studying combined) in the class. We then asked participants,

“When you are given a programming problem to solve, how do you

usually start?” We then asked participants to measure their self-

regulation using the nine-item metacognition sub-scale from the

Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) [45, 47],

further described in Section 4.2

3.5 Design of Online Practice Environment with
Code Replays

Participants practiced writing Python across three practice sets:

PS1 (baseline), PS2 (intervention), and PS3 (endline). Each practice

set contained seven unique items that were the same for all partici-

pants (further described in Section 3.5.1). Only PS2 had code replay

features.

In all three problem sets, participants responded to two reflec-

tion prompts after each item. The reflection prompts were designed

to record the self-regulation that participants engaged in and en-

courage self-regulating behaviors. While submitted practice items

could be incorrect, participants were required to complete reflection

prompts in all items to complete the study. These prompts came

from prior work on programming self-regulation [33] and were

refined through piloting with a student from the target population.

Figure 2e shows an example of two reflection prompts that followed

every item in PS2. We qualitatively coded the following prompt

that appeared in PS1 and PS3: How did you approach this problem?
PS1 provided a baseline for programming and self-regulation

behavior before being primed about metacognition and using the

Code Replayer. The code replay feature was then introduced to

participants for use in PS2. After completing a practice item and

answering the reflection prompts, participants then used the replay

tool to see a replay of their programming process. They answered

additional reflection prompts to encourage engagement with the

replay tool and collect data about participants’ new insights after

watching their code replay. The replay feature was then removed

for PS3, making the structures of PS1 and PS3 similar. We removed

the replay to understand how changes in behavior and therefore

programming self-regulation would persist after removing the code

replay intervention. Participants could go back to review previ-

ously completed practice items, but could not attempt previously

completed practice again.

3.5.1 Practice items assessed basic Python constructs across three
practice sets. We designed 21 introductory Python items to serve

as practice across three practice sets, where each practice set was

isomorphic in difficulty. The items covered concepts relating to basic

Python constructs taught in class (variables, Boolean operators,

math operators, conditionals, loops, lists, and function parameters).

Each practice item required participants to read the prompt and fill

in a function with valid Python code to fulfill all user tests. Figure

2a-c shows an example of a practice item.

We designed the items based on prior research findings with

novice programmers (e.g. [65]), openly available online tools (e.g.

CodingBat [42]), course materials shared from instructors from

both courses, and course materials from the intermediate Python

course that followed the courses that participants were enrolled in.

In total, three authors designed 24 potential items.
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(Interview)Exit SurveyPS3DistractorIntro Video PS2

(w/ Code

Replay)

PS1Pre-Survey

1 32

3.4 3.5, 3.5.1 3.5.2 3.5.4 3.5, 3.5.1, 
3.4.1

3.6 3.7

3.5, 3.5.1, 
3.5.3

Figure 1: Overview of study flow with corresponding section numbers. Practice items were separated across three isomorphic
practice sets (PS1-PS3). Only PS2 had code replays, with PS1 serving as a baseline and PS3 as a post-intervention comparison.

The 24 items were then reviewed by four computing/content

experts and three psychometric experts, all of whom were not

authors. Two authors then used this feedback to remove three

items and revise the remaining 21 items for clarity and to adjust

difficulty. They then organized items to distribute difficulty evenly

across each problem set.

Each item also had accompanying unit tests, where correctness

consisted of passing all unit tests in a single submission. In Code

Replayer, participants could only continue on after they passed all

unit tests or attempted five submissions.

3.5.2 Video to introduce metacognition. We created a four-minute

video lesson onmetacognition to serve as an introduction to the con-

cept before participants began watching code replays in PS2. This

explicit instruction provided novices with an abstract understand-

ing of problem solving knowledge that can help support their devel-

opment self-regulation skills when paired with reflective practice

[33, 34]. Therefore, “priming” students about metacognition is cru-

cial to support effectively practicing and developing self-regulation

skills.

The video defined metacognition as “thinking about your own

thinking,” and explained its relation to programming, drawing from

findings previously observed by Loksa et al. 2016 [32]. It also in-

cluded examples of metacognitive programming strategies to aid

in the user’s understanding of how self-regulation is applied to

writing code, such as interpreting a prompt or writing out a plan

in pseudo-code and comments. The video ended by describing the

importance of self-reflection and metacognition in an individual’s

ability to improve their programming ability.

3.5.3 Design of keystroke logs and code replays. To collect data to

support code replays, Code Replayer passively collected keystroke

logs as students answered practice items. Keystroke logs included

events such as code edits (including deletions) and code submissions,

with accompanying timestamps for each event. For PS2, we also

tracked the amount of time participants watched replays. These

keystroke logs followed a ProgSnap2 compliant format for future

comparison with other process data [50]. We used these keystroke

logs to create replays of participants’ coding process.

The intro video, shown in Figure 1 3.4.2, informed participants

about the features of code replay and encouraged them to engage

them as a way to engage in self-reflection on programming ability.

Participants’ replay of their coding process enabled them to view

all code edits and answer submissions they made in real time. After

finishing practicing an item in PS2, they could switch to replaymode

and see their replay. The interface is shown in Figure 2d. Similar to

a video player, participants could play or pause the replay or click

on the progress bar or drag the slider to go to a specific position.

They could also use next and previous buttons to jump to the next

or previous event respectively. This enabled them to skip pauses

where no events occurred.

While we encouraged students to engage in replays, watching

the replays was not required of participants in PS2. The reflection

questions appeared when the participant completed a problem,

regardless if they watched their code replay or not. Furthermore,

while the reflection questions in PS2 explicitly ask participants

about their replay, it was not required of participants to engage in

the replay before answering the reflection response.

3.5.4 Distractor task: unrelated online survey. After using code re-
plays in PS2, we gave the students a brief distractor task before

continuing to regular practice without code replays in PS3. The ob-

jective of the distractor task was to mitigate short-term, temporary

learning gains related to viewing and reflecting on code replays. A

distractor task occupies participants’ working memory with con-

tent unrelated to self-regulation in programming so participants

would rely more so on long-term memory when working on PS3

[29, 61]. The distractor was a survey that asked participants various

non-computing questions such as how long each participant takes

to shower, a musical instrument they would like to learn, and a

logic question on tracking days in a seven-day week. Because these

questions were not related to the research questions, none of the

data gathered was analyzed.

3.6 Exit Survey: Demographics, MSLQ,
Interview Recruitment

After completing the practice sets, participants completed an exit

survey. The exit survey began by asking participants for consent to

use their keystroke log data for our analysis. After this question, we

asked if participants would be interested in a 30-minute recorded

online interview intended to follow up on their metacognition while
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a

c

e

b

d

Figure 2: Code Replayer interface. Participants read a formatted problem prompt (a), then write code in a code editor (b), run
their code and see results of the unit test (c). After getting all unit tests correct or five submissions, participants can access the
“replay” mode where they can view their replay (d). Annotations in the progress bar replay dot are events and submissions have
“run” shown underneath them. Participants must then respond to reflection prompts (e) before continuing on.

completing the online portion of the study. After this, we asked

participants to look at a sample coding problem. Participants were

then asked to consider how they would approach the problem and

describe their problem solving process. Participants self-reported

their typical problem solving process before participating in the

study and afterwards were asked to recall if there were any changes.

Similar to the pre-survey, the participants were then again asked

to measure their self-regulation using the nine-item metacognition

sub-scale from the MSLQ instrument [45, 47].

After measuring their self-regulation, participants were asked on

feedback for the online portion of the study, particularly focused on

what they found helpful and what they did not find helpful about

the code replay intervention. We asked participants if they used

any outside resources to help them answer programming problems,

and if so, what tool they used.

We collected demographic data at the end to avoid stereotype

threat [62, 64]. While research on educational data mining often

omits demographic data [41], trying to generalize results or inter-

ventions beyond groups for whom an intervention was designed

for could mean that learners get interventions that are not suited

for them [3]. Therefore, we collected and reported demographic

data.

The demographics questions were optional and followed inclu-

sive practices [39, 60, 63]. We asked questions about what degree

participantswereworking towards, whether their parents/guardians

completed a college/university degree, gender, ethnicity, age, lan-

guages spoken, familial language, and disabilities. Demographics

of participants was previously reported in Section 3.2.

3.7 Follow-Up Interviews
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 12 self-selected par-

ticipants within 10 days of them completing the online portions of

the study. Interviews were conducted online and recorded video

(including screen sharing) and audio with consent. Two authors

and creators of Code Replayer conducted the interviews, which

could contribute to response bias [8].

We asked participants how much time they spent on the practice

sets, to share a general recollection of their experience, and whether

they used any external tools to complete the work (e.g. Python

Tutor). We asked each participant about their individual use of

the code replay feature–particularly, how much or how little they

engaged with it with the questions “How did watching your replays

make you feel?”, “What sort of thoughts came to mind?”, and “Why

(or why didn’t) you engage with the replays?” (RQ1). We also asked
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participants to recall if they had previously ever reflected on their

learning in a class they took, if Code Replayer had any particularly

challenging practice items, and if Code Replayer reminded them of

previously used tools.

Participants were then asked to watch one of their code replays

with the interviewer; while sharing their screen, interviewees se-

lected what they recalled was the most difficult practice item for

them. We then asked them what they remembered about the prob-

lem and why they thought it was difficult. As they watched the

code replay, we asked participants to think aloud and share what

they noticed about how they solved the problem. Once the code

replay had ended, we asked participants what they were thinking

as they looked at their final solution to see how they reflected with

code replays (RQ2).

To conclude the interview, participants were asked why they

thought watching code replays could be helpful or unhelpful, as

well as any other previous experiences that using the tool reminded

them of.

4 DATA ANALYSIS OF SURVEYS, REFLECTION
RESPONSES, INTERVIEWS

We analyzed data from reflection prompts, surveys, and interviews.

Analysis of qualitative data requires judgment of data that we con-

structed in our study [17]. In this section, we describe the complex-

ity of our qualitative coding process to allow readers to analyze

this data on their own terms and employ similar analyses [7, 57].

While we intended to analyze log data (described in Section

3.5.3), we found noise in the data that came with the use of this

tool in a discretionary setting. Analysis of log data often focuses

on timestamps to calculate pause duration (e.g. [23, 24]), but this

had broad variation. For example, the amount of time spent be-

tween loading a problem and beginning code edits (time “reading

the prompt”) ranged from 4.8 seconds to 23.1 hours. While some

participants used this time primarily to read the prompt and plan

their solution, others left the site open as they engaged in other

tasks (e.g. work a shift on their job). We discuss future work related

to log data analysis in Section 6.

4.1 Qualitative coding of reflection prompts to
understand impact of replays on
self-regulation

We qualitatively coded reflection prompts from practice before and

after using the Code Replayer to understand how replay affected

metacognition. We analyzed responses to the prompt “How did you

approach this problem?” in PS1 and PS3 to code for evidence of

programming behaviors as well as self-regulation behaviors. We

analyzed 294 responses in total, coming from 21 participants re-

sponding to a combined total of 14 items from PS1 and PS3. In this

section, we follow recommendations from Hoyt 2010 [19] on re-

porting our process for qualitative coding data using an established

rating scale.

We applied an existing codeset for programming self-regulation

behaviors [32, 33, 35], as shown in Table 1. The researcher with the

most familiarity with programming self-regulation defined an ini-

tial code set based on prior work [33, 35]. They then had two other

researchers and themselves code randomly selected responses. All

three researchers then discussed discrepancies, came to consensus,

and then iteratively refined the code set and code definitions for

clarity. Because the orignal code set applied for journal reflection

for coding projects, we needed to make adaptions to clarify the

codebook for reflections on shorter code writing problems. Across

five rounds, the three researchers came to consensus on 19% of the

data (56 responses). The remaining responses were then equally

split up such that two researchers coded each response. After each

researcher independently coded the assigned responses, we created

pairs among the 3 researchers to reach 100% agreement between

2-3 researchers for all responses. A common discrepancy was de-

termining whether a reflection referred to implemented code (PIM

in Table 1), a decided upon plan (SPL), or a potential solution (PSS).

4.2 Analyzing Change in MSLQ Rankings to
identify disparate impacts of code replays

We used the metacognitive self-regulation subscale from the Mo-

tivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) to measure

differences in metacognitive skills before and after the study [46].

Prior research developed validity evidence for use of this instru-

ment [45] as well as for its use in computing education (e.g. [24]).

The subscale consisted of nine Likert-type items where each item

asked participants to rate how true statements were from “1: not

at all true of me” to “7: very true of me” [46]. Three items were

reversed (where a higher score suggested less self-regulation), so

their scores were reflected prior to analysis. Following instructions

on the use of the MSLQ [45], we took the mean of all items in the

subscale to measure participants’ self-regulation skills before and

after the study.

An inconsistency in survey design resulted in the pre-survey

and exit survey MSLQ having different ranges of potential scores.

The pre-survey MSLQ ranged from 0-7 (instead of the intended

1-7 as the exit survey did). Following the principle of conservative

interpretation of data, we chose not to compare MSLQ scores be-

tween pre-survey and exit surveys. We instead compared rankings
of participants in pre-survey and exit survey. With this, we could

identify how participants’ metacognitive skills changed relative to

other participants before and after the study.

We used rankings by average MSLQ score and changes in these

rankings to identify participantswhose self-regulation skills changed

in disparate ways. This method is similar the contrasting groups
method of psychometrics to make judgements on borderline scores

[30, 31].

4.3 Thematic analysis of interviews to
understand how code replay affected SRL

To better understand how students used Code Replay and what

factors impacted its effects, we conducted a thematic analysis on

the transcripts of the interviews we conducted with participants.

First, three researchers identified sensitizing concepts ([6, 43])

related to item design (e.g. difficulty), human factors (e.g. prior

programming and self-regulation knowledge, familiarity with UX),

and replay attributes (length of replay) affecting usage of code re-

plays. Two researchers then reviewed interview notes, transcripts,

and recordings and added notes to a virtual collaboration platform.
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Three researchers then participated in collaborative affinity dia-

gramming these notes to inductively generate themes.

5 RESULTS
We used data collected from our study to answer our three research

questions related to how code replays affected self-regulation be-

havior, how participants used code replay differently, and what

factors affected the use of code replays.

We refer to participants using an anonymous ID where the lead-

ing letter refers to the course they were enrolled in (A or B) followed

by a sequential number. IDs ranged from A-01 to A-19 and B-01

to B-02. We refer to participants using they/them pronouns for

anonymity.

5.1 Most participants watched most replays
The goal of our study was to understand how code replays could

supplement novice programmers’ typical practice to develop their

self-regulation behaviors.

While we did not intend to manipulate the amount of code re-

plays participants watched, variations in engagement with code

replays could confound study findings. Figure 3 shows the distribu-

tion of participants by number of code replays started, as measured

by analysis of log data. We found that about half of participants

(10/21) started watching replays for all 7 items in PS2. Four in five

(17/21) watched most of their replays (4 or more).

5.2 RQ1: Effect of Code Replays on
Self-Regulation

To understand the effect of code replays on metacognition, we

qualitatively coded the participants’ responses to reflection prompts

before and after they watched their replays. Table 1 shows our

analysis of 294 reflection prompts for 21 participants completing 7

items in PS1 before watching their code replays and then 7 more

items in PS3 after watching their code replays.

We found differences in the frequency of reported self-regulation

behaviors before (PS1) and after (PS3) watching code replays. There

was a decrease in the number of reflection prompts mentioning

implementation of solutions (PIM, -17%) which was statistically

significant (𝜒2 = 10.135, 𝑝 < 0.05, Pearson’s 𝜒2 test with Yates’

continuity correction and Bonferroni correction) with a small effect

size (𝜙 = 0.19). We also found that reflections after watching code

replays more frequently mentioned interpreting the prompt (PIN,

+6%) and planning (SPL, +5%). While these were not statistically

significant, analysis of interview data showed how replays could

have supported these behaviors.

5.2.1 Replays improved self-regulation through reflection and self-
explanation. Analysis of interviews and think-aloud data identified

that a majority of the 12 interviewed participants felt that code re-

plays helped them see and reflect on their process and then identify

potential improvements. A-10 and A-16 felt that replays enabled

them to get a “third person” perspective of themselves coding. A-10

felt that replays helped them demonstrate their understanding to

themselves by positioning them as a teacher self-explaining their

previous behaviors:

A-10: “I was like standing behind myself doing this
code... Whenever I’m talking about my ideas of what
I’m learning, I feel like that helps me. Because I am
kind of teaching it to other people what I’m doing. And
I feel like if you’re teaching or explaining what you’re
doing to other people, to myself, then I guess it shows
I’m understanding...”

Using replay as a reflection opportunity enabled participants to

recognize how much time and effort they dedicated to interpreting

the prompt. A-16 used the initial pause in the replay to consider

how long they read the prompt (PIN) and planned their solution

(SPL).

A-16: “I can see how long the time when I was not
writing anything until I started to write. There’s a time,
you know, there, so I guess that’s the time I spend on
like thinking about the prompt and how to code.”

Another participant used replays to notice that they did not

dedicate enough time to interpret a problem prompt (PIN) prior to

starting to code:

A-12: “When I watch back what I was doing at the
time, I can see what myself thinking and see myself
arguing with myself. Should I do that? Or should I do
this?... Sometimes I noticed I haven’t read the question
actually, and I just go right into coding. I go back and
then realize what I did was not what the question was
asking.”

While we designed code replays to improve self-regulation skills,

two participants felt replays also helped improve their program-

ming skills by finding new applications of learned concepts and

identifying gaps in their understanding. One participant used re-

plays to identify opportunities to apply elif (else-if), a concept

they learned in lecture (A-07, described further in Section 5.3.3). An-

other participant used replays to identify gaps in their programming

knowledge. They used patterns in code edits to identify program-

ming concepts they were less familiar with:

A-01: “Replays show me how I arranged my code and
which parts I changed... which shows areas where I’m
not familiar with these kind of code.”

Another participant found different benefits to watching a replay

based on whether they got a problem correct or not:

A-01: “If the code is correct, I will watch the replays
to see what I change[d] during the programming, and
I can find which part of that I’m weak. If the code’s
wrong, I mainly use the you replay to reorganize my
logic and thinking.”

But one highly motivated participant (A-08) did not find a benefit

in watching code replays. They had middle 1/3 MSLQ rank that

remained relatively unchanged (slight increase). They were a grad-

uate student taking their first programming course for help with

data analysis. Despite their motivation to learn from replays, they

did not feel they got value from them:

A-08: “I think I was kind of like overthinking it... I was
thinking like ‘Oh, they probably gave us this tool, and...
metacognition is like going to come into play at some
point. So like maybe I’m supposed to see something
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Figure 3: Histogram of code replays participants started.

that’s going to be like that. I didn’t know before, or
like something was going to like expand in my mind
from watching myself over again.’ And I just like wasn’t
getting that.”

5.2.2 Perceptions of pauses/gaps varied. Pauses or gaps in the code

replays occurred whenever participants were not actively editing

their code. They often appeared in the beginning of replays when

participants were reading the prompt, within code edits when par-

ticipants stopped to think or take a break, or trying to execute code

when participants reviewed feedback.

Participants often used pauses/gaps in code replays to recall

behaviors. One participant felt that short pauses/gaps in the replay

before starting to write code suggested they did not spend enough

time reading the prompt, so they tried to change that behavior:

A-16: “I thought [code replays were] helpful because I
can get a clue to why the question was wrong and I can
also notice the gaps between thinking and typing. If the
gap was short then, I was reading the prompt not so
carefully, so I spent more time reading the prompt.”

Another participant focused on pauses in their replay that oc-

curred after their code failed to execute. They interpreted those

pauses as evaluating code relative to test-cases (PEI) or interpreting

the prompt (PIN):

A-18: “The main thing I noticed while I was watching
them was like the pauses [...] where I had to re-look
at the test cases, or reread the question again, because
there was a bug in my code.”

But long pauses could be cumbersome because there were no

actual changes to watch. As an extreme example, A-18 speculated

that for larger project-length assignments, replays would not be

helpful because it would be inefficient to replay everything:

A-18: “[replays] were helpful for shorter problems, but I
was thinking of how we would use it on a bigger assign-
ment. I don’t think it’d be super helpful since I’m not
actively coding during 100% of my time. I am mostly
looking at my work. I feel like for smaller coding chunks,
it is more effective since it is a shorter time. If it’s a re-
ally long code, I don’t know if I want to watch back
everything.”

5.2.3 Participants perspectives on replays of struggle were polarized.
Participants tended to struggle more on more difficult problems.

For easier problems, A-07 felt replays would not be helpful because

they would be too quick. However, two participants (A-03, A-08)

reported appreciating the positive reinforcement of seeing replays

of getting a problem correct:

A-03: “If I got the problem right on the first try, it made
me feel good to watch it work.”

For more difficult problems where participants struggled more,

four interviewed participants found that watching replays of errors

ranged from not helpful to detrimental experiences.

Two participants found watching errors they just made “not

helpful” (A-05, A-12). A-12 started ranked in the bottom 1/3 by

MSLQ score and increased to the middle 1/3. They felt that watching

the same error again could reinforce poor programming habits:

A-12: “I guess sometimes you might make the same
mistakes watching [the replay].... When I normally code,
if I got really stuck, I tend to open a blank page so
that I don’t have any influence from my first [try]...
Sometimes if you watch it again, you may tend to do
the code the same way. If the code works, but it’s not a
good way to code it, you might end up doing the same
thing.”
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Table 1: Descriptions and examples of programming and self-regulation behaviors we qualitatively coded for in 294 reflection
prompts, split evenly between PS1 and PS3. Percentages reflect the proportion of reflection prompts (out of 147) that were
coded for a given behavior for the problem set before (PS1) and after (PS3) participants watched their code replays.

Behaviors Description Example Response PS1 PS3 Δ

PIN: Interpret

Prompt

Interpreting the prompt, reconsidering

actions in reference to the prompt, or

decomposing the problem.

I read the prompt and knew what it was asking
of me, to subtract expenses from revenue...A-09

52% 59% +6%

PSA: Search for

analogous prob-

lems

Demonstrating intent to reuse knowl-

edge or code from related problems.

I found that this problem is kind of similar to
the previous reverse number question, so I go
back and check some of my code there... A-16

2.0% 3.4% +1%

PSS: Search for

solutions

Adapting solutions to related problems

or by finding solutions in textbooks, on-

line, or from classmates or teachers.

I thought about how [my instructor] said in
class that you can multiply integer n with
strings... A-18

10% 7% -3%

PEP: Evaluation a

potential solution

Demonstrating testing or evaluating out-

comes intent to test a potential solution.

I knew this should be a for loop that iterates
between 1 and n. A-11

4% 2% -2%

PIM: Implement a

solution

Translating a solution into code.

I use str() to convert int to string, and then
compare the result to target. A-07

82% 65% -17%

PEI: Evaluate im-

plemented solu-

tion

Evaluating correctness and quality of an

implementation.

Once I tested my first run and realized I didn’t
get what I wanted, I looked at the actual output
and decided where in my code I would need to
make small adjustments... A-08

20% 16% -4%

SPL: Planning

Intended work goals or intended order

of work.

First I need to tell what’s the original price of
this car, then I tell its current price depending
on my credit score. Finally I tell if I could buy
this car... A-15

33% 38% +5%

SPM: Process

Monitoring

Work being started, work currently in

progress, when a task is complete, or

that identify actions as part of their pro-

cess.

I first split the value of n into 3 numbers, and
then calculated whether the sum of the 3 num-
bers is equal to the value of target.. B-01

46% 47% +1%

SCM: Com-

prehension

Monitoring

Identifying known or unknown pro-

gramming concepts or understanding

of the problem prompt. Reflection about

the understanding of code or problem

prompts.

I know that you can multiply a string by an
integer and it will give me X number times of
the string... A-12

18% 22% +4%

SRE: Reflection

on Cognition

Reflecting on prior thoughts, behaviors,

or feelings.

With incredible frustration... I was pretty ner-
vous about running the code A-05

14.3% 13.6% -1%

SSE: Self-

explanation/

rationale

Code explanation for increased under-

standing or to provide rationale to deci-

sions or behaviors.

I feel like a for loop is needed to get the dif-
ferent numbers to multiply and then also keep
track because with factorials you build on the
previous multiplication problem. - A-10

44% 46% +2%

(none) no codes apply to this response Sorry, I chose to skip the question. B-01 2.7% 7.4% +5%

B-02 also felt that replays reinforced sub-optimal skills and strate-

gies, which they referred to as “tunnel vision.” We elaborate on this

further in Section 5.3.2.

More alarmingly, two participants thought replays made them

feel negatively. A-16, who ranked in the top 1/3 in MSLQ in the

pre-survey but then decreased to middle 1/3, felt that the replay

made them feel “stupid” (A-16):

A-16: “Sometimes I would think of myself as kind of
stupid because I spend a lot of time [coding].”

A-03 felt frustrated seeing a replay of problems they were unable

to solve:

A-03: “If I got the problem right on the first try, it felt
good. If there were a lot of mistakes, especially if I didn’t
pass the problem, it was frustrating to watch back be-
cause you know what’s wrong but you can’t fix it.”

But not all participants found struggle to be detrimental. A par-

ticipant with a high ranking MSLQ score felt that difficult problems

were interesting because they showed how their strategies changed:

A-05: “On the ones where they got harder, the most
interesting for me was watching where I changed course,
or where I made mistakes like ‘oh wait, that’s a set not
a list’ or something. But more often, just sort of like ‘oh
I started to go at it this way and then in the process of
doing that, I realized a more way elegant way of doing
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it.’ Or I realized what a problem was that I was about
to hit and then I was like, ‘back up and solve it.”’

5.3 RQ2: How novices used replays differently
To understand how participants used replays differently, we con-

ducted an in-depth analysis of three participants. We selected these

participants because of extreme changes in their MSLQ rankings

between the pre-survey and exit survey as well as demographic

diversity.

Figure 4 shows changes in rankings in average MSLQ score

between pre-surveys and exit surveys. The three participants we

interviewed are emphasized with purple and thicker lines. They are

A-05, who started with an MSLQ rank in the top 1/3 and finished

with the highest ranked MSLQ score; A-07, whose MSLQ score

started in the top 1/3 but dropped to the bottom 1/3, and B-02,

whose MSLQ score started in the bottom 1/3 but finished in the top

1/3.

The correlation between the rank of number of replays watched

(Figure 3) and change in MSLQ was very weak (Spearman rank cor-

relation coefficient 𝑟𝑠 = 0.05) and there was no significant difference

(Wilcoxon Signed Rank SumTest, 𝑝 = 0.97). This suggests that there

is a very weak relationship between number of replays watched

and change in MSLQ rank, likely because of minimal variation

in number of replays watched. Furthermore, all three emphasized

participants described in this section started watching six (A-07) or

all seven (A-05, B-02) of their code replays.

5.3.1 A-05: Replays encourage making process explicit, but scaffold-
ing required. A-05 was an older (over 40 years old), gender queer,

White, multilingual, learner who was not working towards a degree.

They were enrolled in their first Python course, but had previous

experience with other programming languages. They had teaching

experience, and used this prior experience to frame code replays as

a tool that can enable “thinking about thinking” but also requires

sufficient feedback and guidance to support the development of

self-regulation skills.

Initially, A-05 had a very internal process where they worked

out problems in their head. But after watching some uninteresting

replays, they started to consider making their process external:

A-05: “I watched the first [replay] and realized that, like
oh, most of my thought process is me, just sitting there
clearly thinking for five minutes, and then writing a
ton of code or something. In order to make [replays]
more useful, I changed my process knowing that I could
go back and watch myself and extrapolate what I was
thinking.”

They also found it interesting how replays enabled them to see

how their strategies changed throughout the problem:

A-05: “the most interesting for me was watching where
I changed course, or where I made mistakes. Like ‘oh
wait, that’s a set not a list’ or something. But more often,
just sort of like ‘oh I started to go at it this way and
then in the process of doing that, I realized a more way
elegant way of doing it.’ Or I realized a problem that I
was about to hit and then I like, back up and solve it.”

Connecting Code Replayer to their teaching experience, they

saw replays as something that could support interactions between

teachers and learners:

A-05: “As a teacher brain, I can be like ‘sure that’d be an
amazing tool’ because I could sit there with a student,
and I could be like ‘see, look what you were doing here’
or I could look at those long pauses and be like ‘hey,
instead of having these sort of long pauses, and then
writing out ten lines of code, why don’t you just like, do
that on the page?”’

5.3.2 B-02: Replays aligned plans with process, but led to fixation on
existing process. B-02 was a young (18-25 yrs old) Hispanic/Latino

man who was pursuing a Bachelor’s degree while also working

full-time. He started with an MSLQ rank in the bottom 1/3 (rank

16.5/21) and then finished with in the top 1/3 (rank 3.5). Because

he worked full time, he used Code Replayer intermittently, using

replays to review his thought process from hours prior:

B-02: “... I was like doing it between work. So I had, like
a twelve hour jump from the start to finish. It was really
cool for me to see like twelve hours ago, what was my
head thinking?”

B-02 used code replays to bridge a gap between his intended

plan for solving a problem and how he actually solved problems.

This was a recurring theme that he came back to four times in the

hour-long interview. His ideal process involved considering the

output and then working backwards from the desired output. His

initial process however involved “just writing code immediately.”

He felt that reflecting on code replays enabled him to align his

intended plans with his process by the end of PS3:

B-02: “I definitely I went into like wanting to see the
replays, so that I could see that difference in what I
wanted to do versus what I did. . . that definitely helped
me later on because eventually... by the last couple of
problems, I was actually doing most of what I wanted
to do like the thought process that I wanted to use.”

B-02 felt that replays led to a “tunnel vision” in which reflecting

on the wrong approach could lead to fixating on that approach:

B-02: “I feel like watching replays [in] the second prob-
lem set of me using a list might have . . . influenced my
thinking to really like reflect hard on lists, right? Which
made me feel like I could use a list to solve anything,
which obviously wasn’t the case. So I feel like, even if I
look at any problem today, I might just try to make a
list right away. So maybe it’s kind of, like, giving you
that tunnel vision.”

To overcome this fixation on sub-optimal strategies, B-02 wished

he could see replays of other types of processes. He likened this to

watching replays of e-sports and online gaming:

B-02: “You’d review your match replays, and you look
through them and you see ‘What was I doing?’ and
‘What were other people doing?”’

5.3.3 A-07: Used Additional Tools in Addition to Code Replayer.
A-07 was pursuing a Bachelor’s degree and came from a household

that spoke a different language than the language of instruction.
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Figure 4: Rankings of participants’ average MSLQ scores from pre-surveys and exit surveys. We emphasized participants with
purple text and thicker purple lines in our results because of the extreme changes in their MSLQ rankings.

They had the greatest decrease in MSLQ ranking, ranking in the top

1/3 in the pre-survey and then ending up at the bottom 1/3 in the

exit survey. In addition to Code Replayer, A-07 used the external

resources of Python Tutor [15] to test code and a computational

notebook to take notes.

A-07 used Python Tutor to identify errors in their code:

A-07: “Firstly, I write the code on Code Replayer plat-
form and then I click run to see if all the results show
correct. But [for] almost all of them, the first time wasn’t
correct. So I just review them and after a few minutes,
if I can’t find the error, I go to Python Tutor to check it.
But, if I can find out, I directly add it in the platform
and then, when I’m done, I use Code Replayer to review
my process.”

Python Tutor [15] had better support for finding errors, such

as visualization of stepping through code. This suggested that by

relying on it to debug, A-07 may engaged less with the debugging

process, a crucial phase in self-regulation (PEI). It also meant that

code replays no longer showed the incremental steps of code editing.

Instead, A-07’s code replays had long pauses (presumably while

theyworked in Python Tutor) and then large edits when they copied

code back into Code Replayer. Nevertheless, they still felt that code

replays helped them avoid repeating similar mistakes:

A-07: “[code replays] can remind me of something so in
the future assignments I won’t make similar mistakes
[from before]”

Whilewe theorized that code replay could improve self-regulation

skills, we did not expect them to support the development of pro-

gramming skills. But by watching replays, A-07 recognized oppor-

tunities to apply a construct they learned in class, elif:

A-07: “When I was first coding everything I like to use
‘if’ and ‘else’ in all these things. But after [watching
replays,] I noticed that I can actually use ‘if’ and ‘elif’
to limit the [conditions to] be more precise and useful.”

6 DISCUSSION: DESIGNING CODE REPLAYS
FOR INTERPRETATION OF PAUSES

Our analysis identified how reflecting on code replays could sup-

port the development of novice programmers’ self-regulation skills.

Qualitative coding of reflection prompts identified that participants

less frequently reported implementing a solution (PIM). Interviews

identified that participants considered locations and durations of

pauses in code edits as potentially relevant to planning despite

replays showing no change during these pauses. Participants used

code replays in different ways, such as using them to make their

process more explicit (A-05) and to follow-through with problem
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solving plans (B-02). Using Code Replayer in tandem with other

tools may not have benefited A-07’s self-regulation skills, as their

code replays no longer captured their entire code editing process.

However, multiple participants found replays of struggles detri-

mental. Collectively, this paper contributes a formative, empirical

evaluation on the feasibility of using code replays as a scalable

intervention to develop novice programmers’ self-regulation skills.

In the remainder of this section, we consider ways to interpret these

findings.

6.1 Limitations
One interpretation of our findings is that code replays did not im-

pact self-regulation skills because that we found no statistically

significant evidence of more frequent self-regulation behaviors be-

fore and after the study. However, this study was an initial design

exploration and feasibility study in a context that was externally

valid to self-directed practice. Analysis of rich qualitative data from

reflection prompts reported immediately after completion of items

as well as interviews with think-aloud provided us with insights to

understand how participants used code replays in different ways to-

wards disparate outcomes. Furthermore, we intended for this study

context to be comparable to a formative practice environment. As

such, we did not try to conduct this study in a controlled, lab-like

setting. We made no attempts to control the amount of time spent

using the tool. Participants were also learning new content as the

study progressed. This dynamic environment made log data too

confounded to provide a strong signal. Future work can explore

the efficacy and effect size of code replay interventions on pro-

gramming self-regulation skills in more controlled contexts, such

as in time-constrained settings more consistent with classroom

experiences. Future work could also investigate the development

of programming self-regulation skills across a longer duration, as

prior work in foreign language learning found that seven weeks of

instruction with video replays improved undergraduates’ metacog-

nition [1].

Another interpretation of our findings is that variations in en-

gagement with code replays confounded results. We found that 4

in 5 participants watched most of their code replays, there was a

lack of correlation between number of replays watched and change

in MSLQ rank, and all our emphasized participants watched all or

almost all of their code replays. Therefore, we do not find evidence

that variations in the number of replays had a detectable effect in

our study. However, students engaged with replays different (as

described in Section 5.3), so future work can explore how different

“dosages” of code replays affect novice programmers’ self-regulation

skills.

6.2 Implications for research and practice
Another interpretation of our findings is that code replays can sup-

port the development of self-regulation skills in novice program-

mers. Zimmerman’s framing of self-regulation includes learners

reflecting on their own recordings [34, 71]. We found that partici-

pants were able to use replays to reflect on their process and identify

improvements to their problem solving strategies. In particular, par-

ticipants focused on spending more time interpreting the prompt

and planning, two important self-regulation behaviors that novice

programmers often overlook [32, 35].

However, replays may be less helpful for advanced learners.

Multiple participants suggested that replays were unhelpful because

they had sufficient mastery of some problems. This suggests that

some participants may have had advanced enough programming

or self-regulation skills such that watching code replays was an

unnecessary burden. This aligns with Expertise Reversal Effect,

which states that the effectiveness of scaffolding techniques depends

on the levels of learner expertise [21]. This also aligns the theory of

self-regulation we applied in this study, which states that learners

begin to proceduralize self-regulation skills as they develop [71].

Future work can explore how to use code replays as more targeted

interventions, perhaps focusing on reviewing replays of specific

exercises or even “inflection points” within exercises (e.g. when a

learner changed their problem solving strategy). This aligns with

priorwork on process recordings from beyond computing education

which suggests a need for being selective about the collection and

use of recordings, as previously described in Section 2.2.

A final interpretation is that we must design interactions and

scaffolding around code replays to ensure they equitably develop

self-regulation skills for novice programmers. One opportunity

involves designing for gaps/pauses in the code replay. Our study

identified that during pauses in code edits (e.g. when a participant

is thinking), participants attempted to recall their thoughts or be-

haviors. Prior work found relationships between duration of pauses

in code writing tasks and exam scores [24]. Future work could

design techniques to provide more affordances towards thoughts

and behaviors during pauses in code edits. Designing techniques to

support richer code replays could involve unintrusively collecting

additional data. For example, one participant wrote comments in

their code to fill the pauses. Other designs could encourage and

record think-aloud or prompts that complement rather than distract

from learning experiences.

A critical tension that this study identified was balancing the

benefit and the burden of having to relive past mistakes. Multiple

participants identified how code replays were most beneficial for

difficult problems, where they could reflect upon and improve their

programming processes. However, multiple participants also indi-

cated that reliving errors was not helpful, frustrating, or hindered

their self-efficacy. Students found replays of challenging problems

most helpful, but these replays may also be the most difficult to

review because they can reflect struggles that students faced. Future

research and use of code replays must ensure that replays do not

erode learners’ self-efficacy, perhaps through scaffolding, reviewing

with an instructor or peer, and/or more targeted use of replays. For

code replays to more equitably support learners, we must consider

how learning from feedback is not only mediated by technology,

but also by social and cultural norms.

Given these interpretations of our findings, there are many po-

tential ways for instructors to consider incorporating code replays

into introductory programming courses. One approach is using

code replays in existing introductory courses. While prior work

has explored having proficient programmers demonstrate their

processes through live-coding or live-streaming [16, 44, 58], partic-

ipants have suggested future designs of code replays that include

them as an optional feature in an IDE, aid teachers in understanding
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students’ processes. This could help scaffold students’ transition

from observing another programmers’ process to regulating their

own. Another approach is incorporating code replays into explicit

curriculum that teaches metacognition (e.g. [33, 48, 49]). A crucial

design question for this work will be how learners, their peers, and

instructors can effectively interpret and use code replays. Alterna-

tive representations of replays, such as with charts [59] or heatmaps

[12], could support shared interpretations. Shared interpretations

could arise when students use code replays, perhaps with synchro-

nized audio recordings, to reflect on pair programming activities

[26, 38, 51, 53].

In conclusion, we return to the challenging yet common context

of individuals learning programming online with limited access to

instructors with computing and self-regulation expertise. This study

contributed a formative evaluation of how reflecting on replays of

code writing processes could develop the self-regulation skills of

novice programmers practicing on their own. Our findings suggest

that code replays can serve as a recording for novice programmers

to reflect upon and develop self-regulation skills. However, tools

require social support and cultural considerations for them to be

equitably effective. Therefore, we must consider the interaction

of factors including interface design, learners’ prior experiences,

and broader social, contextual, and cultural factors when designing

pedagogy that uses code replays. By doing so, code replays may be

able to equitably support the development of often neglected yet

crucial self-regulations skills in tandem with programming skills.
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